Under the Magnifying Glass

A look at the new varieties in the catalogue – Part III

Kim Stuckey and Malcolm Barton

acknowledgement Ray Rabbetts for Parts I and II
THE KEVII THREE SHILLING

Hockey Sticks Pos 8
Flying Triangle Pos 15
THE KGV Halfpenny

DAMAGED VALUE CIRCLE Pos 57
THE KGV Sixpenny

DAMAGED VALUE TABLET Pos 34  (plus damaged circle)  
Pos46
THE KGVI 1952 ½d

FRAME BREAK Pos 5
FALKLAND ISLANDS
4d., FLAW

It is hoped that the popularity of the country will make up for the smallness of this variety in the current pictorial issue.

A weakening of the lines of the background appears as a white patch above the "A" of "FALKLAND". It is constant on stamp No. 54 (the second stamp up from the bottom right-hand corner) of sheets from plate 1 with a small "B" in the top left corner.
THE KGVI 1952 1/-

SCAR ON NOSE Pos 45
50th ANNIVERSARY BATTLE OF FALKLAND ISLANDS

1964 2½d “Weak entry” R1/1 and R8/1 SH 145 var
1966 ½d, 1d, 1/-, 2/- “White dot flaw” R4/5 Magenta Pl 1A
SH 153-156 all v1
CRAB – RETURN OF HONG KONG 1997

Falkland Islands

Centollón Crab

Paralomis granulosa

MINATURE SHEET
THE LISTED 2/- SHIFT

FALKLAND ISLANDS DEPENDENCIES

We have been fortunate in securing a recently-discovered variety with shifted centre on the 2/- value of the current Queen Elizabeth II set. All the copies we have are used, the cancellation being DECEPTION ISLANDS 11th March 1956. We understand that one sheet only was found with the variety, of this sheet we obtained 43 copies.

BRIDGER & KAY, Ltd.,
86 Strand, London, W.C.2
(established 1897)
SHIPS 1½d PERFORATION SHIFT
SHIPS 4d SHIFT
SHIPS 6d SHIFT – Design and TAE Overprint
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DEFENCE FORCE Double
BATTLE OF RIVER PLATE 6p
BLACK PRINTED TRIPLE, RED DOUBLE
BATTLE OF RIVER PLATE 6p
BLACK PRINTED TRIPLE
BATTLE OF RIVER PLATE 6p
RED PRINTED DOUBLE

VARIETY

NORMAL
BATTLE OF RIVER PLATE 2p
BLACK PRINTED DOUBLE,  RED PRINTED SINGLE
1979 KELP
BLACK PRINTED DOUBLE
FLOWERS 6d
BLACK
PRINTED
DOUBLE

One normal,
One certificated
One not
FLOWERS 6d
BLACK
PRINTED
DOUBLE

One normal,
One certificated
One not

NOT CERTIFICATED

CERTIFICATED

NORMAL
FALKLAND ISLANDS

Empetrum rubrum

FLOWERS 6d
BLACK
PRINTED
DOUBLE

6d
FLOWERS 1p BLACK PRINTED DOUBLE

MONSUNEN COVER AS ILLUSTRATED IN FLOWERS MONOGRAPH
FLOVERS 1½d
BLACK
PRINTED
DOUBLE
FLOWERS 3p
SLATE PURPLE
PRINTED
DOUBLE
FLOWERS 3p SLATE PURPLE PRINTED DOUBLE

 Fal Fal
Vanilla Daisy
Vanilla Daisy